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Abstract In order to better understand the tectonic framework of the Northern Molucca Sea area, we inverted satellite and sea-surface gravity data into an iterative scheme including a priori seismological and geological data. The resulting 3-D density model images the various tectonic units from the surface down to 40 km. We proceed to various tests to assess the stability and robustness of our inversion. In particular, we performed an offset and average smoothing method to properly refine our results. The resulting model shows a striking vertical regularity of the structures through the different layers, whereas the density contrasts appear strongly uneven in the horizontal direction. The density model emphasizes the complexity of the upper lithospheric structure in the northern Molucca Sea, which is clearly dominated by the interaction between ophiolitic ridges, sedimentary wedges and rigid blocks of the Philippine Sea Plate. It also provides new, hard information that can be used in discussion of the evolution of the region. Large density variations are concentrated in the central part of northern Molucca Sea and dominate the upper lithospheric. North–south trending density structures along the Central Ridge and west dipping thrust faults on the western side of the region are clearly imaged. In the eastern part of the region, we distinguish several blocks, especially the Snellius Plateau which seems to be split into two parts. We interpret this as an oceanic plateau associated with thicker crust that previously belonged to the
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Philippine Sea Plate. This crust is now trapped between the Molucca Sea complex collision zone and the Philippine Trench, due to the development of a new subduction zone in its eastern side. D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. Keywords: Gravity field; Molucca Sea; Crustal structure; Geodynamics; 3-D gravity inversion



1. Introduction The Molucca Sea is a unique example of presentday advanced oceanic basin closure as a result of the collision of two oceanic arcs (Halmahera and Sangihe arcs, Fig. 1). This area allows to study the different stages of the convergence process: the active arc–arc collision south of 38N progressively evolves northward into a complete convergence in Mindanao (Fig. 1). The nature of this transition is still broadly debated and remains a key question to be solved in order to understand the geodynamical processes in this region. The Molucca Sea is located at the convergence of three major lithospheric plates: the Eurasian, Philippine Sea and Australian Plates (Fig. 1). The very high complexity of the region is partly due to the presence of micro-plates, which are either broken-pieces of the major plates or tectonic fragments trapped between the converging plates. These particular features occur in the northern part of the Molucca Sea and are expressed by a complex structural geometry. It is necessary to define the different tectonic structures and to investigate their location in order to understand their implication within the geodynamics of the Molucca Sea. Many geological and geophysical investigations have been conducted in the Molucca Sea area to better understand the convergence processes (e.g., Silver and Moore, 1978; Hamilton, 1979; Moore et al., 1981; Moore and Silver, 1982; Hall, 1987; Rangin et al., 1996; Bader and Pubellier, 2000).



Previous seismic reflection and refraction studies, gravity interpretation, seismicity analysis, and geomorphology (e.g., Cardwell et al., 1980; McCaffrey et al., 1980; Hall et al., 1995; Milsom et al., 1996; Lallemand et al., 1998; Bader et al., 1999; Pubellier et al., 1999) have shed some light on the subsurface structure in the area. Those studies give rise to varied but not always consistent interpretations of historical and present tectonic interactions. The present Molucca Sea crustal structure and its three dimensional (3-D) geometry is relatively poorly constrained, particularly in the northern part (north of 38N). In this paper, we combine a recent local tomographic study (Widiwijayanti, 2002) with a 3-D gravity inversion to obtain an image of the Molucca Sea crustal structure in its northern part (see the onset in Fig. 1 for the target area). We first present and discuss the tectonic models proposed for the northern Molucca Sea area and describe data and method for the gravity inversion. A recent tomographic study (Widiwijayanti, 2002) using Ocean Bottom Seismometer (OBS) networks provided crustal velocity models for two localized areas in the northern Molucca Sea (shown by rectangular boxes in Fig. 2). Those velocity models are introduced as independent a priori information to constrain the gravity inversion, performed in the whole target region, i.e. the northern Molucca Sea. To assess the stability in the resulting model and to regularize boundary effects, several inversions were performed and averaged. We then investigate local structural



Fig. 1. Simplified regional tectonic setting of the Molucca Sea area (after Widiwijayanti et al., 2003). Shaded bathymetry is compiled from shipboard and satellite-derived data and is shown by grey levels (illuminated from N308). Black triangles display Quaternary volcanoes. Rectangular box shows location of the target area for the gravity inversion (Fig. 2). Lines with filled sawteeth are subduction zones. Lines with open sawteeth represents thrusts. Grey dots on the inset show distribution of shallow (b60 km) seismicity according to EHB 1964–1999 catalogue (Engdahl et al., 1998). Epicentres clearly outline boundaries of the major tectonic plates. The arrows represent the convergence of the Philippine Sea Plate and Australian Plate relative to the Eurasia Plate (De Mets et al., 1990; Seno et al., 1993). Study area is shown by the rectangle box in the inset.
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geometry of the main tectonic features of the region using our resulting model together with other geologic and geophysical studies. We are then able to better
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delineate tectonic boundaries and crustal units to investigate the convergence processes and the evolution of the region.
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Fig. 2. Local component of the Bouguer anomaly (2V-grid), positive anomalies are shown by yellow-red colour levels and negative anomalies shown by blue levels with. Bathymetry is superimposed (contour interval 500 m). The OBS network locations (Widiwijayanti, 2002) are shown by rectangle boxes (OBS locations are marked by red star symbols). Delay times for the twenty OBS stations are expressed by crosses (negative delay) and circles (positive delay); the symbols are scaled to the absolute value of the delay time (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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2. Tectonic setting The Molucca Sea results from a collision between two opposed oceanic arcs (Fig. 1): the Halmahera Arc to the east and Sangihe Arc to the west (Silver and Moore, 1978; Hamilton, 1979). This collision yielded to the near-total consumption of the Molucca Sea lithospheric plate in a double-verging subduction beneath those arcs (Cardwell et al., 1980). The area between these two arcs is now filled with strongly deformed unit of varying lithologies, previously termed a melange wedge (Hamilton, 1979) or collision complex (Silver and Moore, 1978). This deformed mass covers both eastern and western Molucca Sea trenches and is being obducted onto the flanking arc aprons along gently dipping thrust faults (Fig. 1) which crop out in troughs adjacent to the arcs. Seismic refraction profiles running within the southern Molucca Sea reveal low-velocity material with thickness of up to 15 km. This material is inferred to be the source of the large negative gravity anomaly values associated with the collision complex (McCaffrey et al., 1980). The islands of Mayu, Tifore and Talaud (Fig. 1) show a tectonic melange of blocks of peridotite, gabbros, metamorphic rocks and sediments, and would be the surface exposures of the collision complex (Silver and Moore, 1978; Hamilton, 1979; Sukamto, 1981). These islands form a ridge (Central Ridge in Fig. 1) with a gravity anomaly high that bisects the collision complex (McCaffrey et al., 1980). Geologic studies indicate the presence of ophiolitic rocks on the islands. It has been proposed that they could represent slices of the Molucca Sea crust thrusted into the overlying collision complex (McCaffrey et al., 1980; Moore and Silver, 1982; McCaffrey, 1991). To the North, the ongoing arc–arc collision observed in the southern part of the Molucca Sea area has been completed in Mindanao. North of 38N, the convergence is taken up by two new subduction zones. The new subduction proceeds eastward at the Cotabato trench and westward at the Philippine trench. The subduction zone at the Philippine Trench is presently propagating southward (Cardwell et al., 1980; Nichols et al., 1990) from its initiation at about 88N (Lallemand et al., 1998). The convergence between the Philippine and Eurasian plates is oblique and eastern Mindanao is considered to be a zone of
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strain partitioning. The movement is decomposed into frontal subduction along the Philippine trench and left-lateral strike-slip along the Philippine Fault (Fitch, 1972; McCaffrey, 1992). The Philippine Fault initiated in a place where the crust was sliced off by a transfer zone, which marked the northern termination of the Molucca Sea (Quebral et al., 1996; Pubellier et al., 1999). The origin of many structures remains controversial in the northern Molucca Sea. The north–south trending Miangas–Talaud Ridge lies in the northern prolongation of the Central Ridge and has been interpreted as the emerged backstop of the Sangihe subduction zone (Rangin et al., 1996). The Talaud islands have been suggested to be either an uplifted part of the active collision complex (Hamilton, 1979; McCaffrey et al., 1980), the northern limit of the forearc terrane of the Halmahera arc system (Moore and Silver, 1982), or the outer-ridge of the Sangihe subduction zone (Rangin et al., 1996; Bader et al., 1999). Using gravity interpretation, Widiwijayanti et al. (2003) proposed that the Central Ridge is a separate fragment and is not part of the Sangihe Margin. Results from local earthquake tomography (Widiwijayanti, 2002) revealed that the deep crustal structure below the Central Ridge is not related to the north–south direction of the bathymetric features. In the Miangas area, the sedimentary wedge underthrust northwestward beneath the ridge. However, the north– south striking direction appears to be a dominantcontrolling feature of the subsurface structure in the southern Talaud area, where there is a steep-dipping high velocity unit bounded by a low density zone. The relation between Snellius Plateau, Halmahera arc and the Philippine Sea plate is still debated. Many alternative interpretations have been proposed to explain the origin of these various tectonic units and their relationship in general. Using geological arguments and paleomagnetic studies, Hall (1987) and Hall and Nichols (1990) clearly argued that the Halmahera arc and the Snellius Plateau were part of the Philippine Sea Plate. According to recent studies (e.g. Rangin et al., 1996; Lallemand et al., 1998; Pubellier et al., 1999), the Halmahera Arc is proposed to extend north up to Mindanao where segment of this arc would be: (1) subducted beneath the accretionary wedge and Sangihe margin at the northern Molucca Sea and (2) obducted in Mindanao island. This
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interpretation also suggests that Snellius Plateau is part of the Halmahera arc terrane. According to Bader et al. (1999), the westward subduction of the Snellius Plateau would have uplifted Sangihe terrane to form the Talaud archipelago. Although different geometries of the subsurface structures in the Molucca Sea area have been proposed and mentioned by numerous authors, there is still ambiguity concerning their interactions and the origin of the involving fragments. Resolving this ambiguity is a way to understand the tectonic evolution of the area. For this purpose, we model the subsurface structure of the whole northern Molucca Sea area (rectangle box in Fig. 1) by performing a 3-D inversion of the local component of the Bouguer gravity anomaly in this area. We then interpret the results in the light of existing geological and geophysical data.



3. Data and methods of inversion 3.1. Gravity data Initial dataset containing the free-air gravity anomaly and bathymetry of the studied area were obtained from a combined satellite-derived (Smith and Sandwell, 1997; Andersen and Knudsen, 1998) and available sea-surface data (Widiwijayanti et al., 2003). A regular grid was obtained by weighted interpolation, assigning a larger weight to the seasurface data. Correction for the seafloor topography was forward calculated following Parker’s method (Parker, 1972). We assume water and crustal density of 1.03 and 2.68 Mg m3, respectively, and we use four terms in the series. As topography of the study area is very contrasted, we fix the reference level at an average value of water depth in the studied area (4000 m) to reduce the border effect. The gravity effect of the topography was then subtracted from the free-air anomalies to produce Bouguer anomalies. Since we are primarily interested in short wavelength structures, the regional (long wavelength) component was removed from the gravity data, and only local (short wavelength) component will be used afterward for the inversion. The complete Bouguer anomaly was separated into those two components using spherical analogue of Kolmogorov–Wiener



optimal filter (Gordin et al., 1980). A detailed description of the data processing and separation as well as a qualitative analysis of the regional and local Bouguer anomaly is presented in Widiwijayanti et al. (2003). Variations in the regional component look similar to the total Bouguer anomaly because the amplitude of the long wavelength component is considerably larger than the local one. The ratio of the root mean square amplitudes of the regional and the local components was estimated to be equal to 3.5. The regional component outlines the first-order tectonic features, such as the Philippine Sea and Celebes Sea oceanic plates, main trenches and large sedimentary bodies of accretionary wedge sediments. The weaker local component better depicts second-order features hereafter referred as local tectonic structures. The local component in our target area is shown in Fig. 2 and described below. Positive anomalies south and north of the Talaud Archipelago follow the northward continuation of the Central Ridge to its junction with the Miangas Ridge. The latter approaches the Pujada Ridge, which manifests itself by strong positive gravity anomaly. Widiwijayanti et al. (2003) show evidence that the Central Ridge is a separate fragment and not part of the Sangihe Margin. It was also suggested that the Pujada Ridge overthrusts the Central Ridge from the west. Linear negative anomalies bordering both sides of the Central Ridge are interpreted as low density and highly deformed sediments of accretionary wedges. Widiwijayanti et al. (2003) also proposed that the shape of the positive gravity anomaly and the topography east of Talaud could be explained by a northwest movement of the Snellius Plateau. A north–south trending positive anomaly west of Central Ridge could indicate the continuous backstop of the Sangihe Margin. We now compare the local Bouguer gravity anomaly with results from OBS data, which also reflect the structure of the upper part of the lithosphere. 3.2. OBS data Two OBS networks were deployed in the Molucca Sea during the MODEC cruise in 1994 (Widiwijayanti, 2002). They provided information on the velocity variations within two local areas, one in the vicinity of Miangas and the second one
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in the southern part of the Talaud Archipelago (location of OBS stations is shown in Fig. 2). Detailed description of the OBS data and interpretation is presented in Widiwijayanti (2002). Analysis of more than 700 selected seismic events allowed to build a 3-D model of seismic velocity variations within the upper 30 km. The velocity model below the Miangas area shows evidence of northwestward underthrusting of a low velocity sedimentary wedge below Miangas Ridge. South of Talaud archipelago, the north–south striking direction appears to be the dominant controlling feature of the upper crustal structure. We represent in Fig. 2 delay times used to estimate the relationship between velocity and density for the twenty OBS stations. A positive delay is related to a calculated-velocity faster than the observed one and reflects a low velocity anomaly. A negative delay indicates a high velocity zone and is marked by a calculated-velocity slower than the observed one. It is beyond the scope of this article to address the question of the use of a linear relationship between velocity and density, as first inferred by Birch (1961). However, we checked that a correlation exists between those parameters by investigating the relation between Bouguer Anomaly and the delay times (e.g. Abers, 1994). No obvious correlation is present when using the total Bouguer anomaly, whereas an inverse correlation is noticeable when we compare the local component of Bouguer with delay times. The positive delay time values correspond to the minimal values of the gravity anomaly and vice versa. By removing the regional component, we made gravity signal coherent with the velocity. This means that we can assume both signals reflect the same perturbing sources. We then use results of OBS data inversion to constrain the a priori density model for gravity data inversion. For this purpose, we first transform residual velocity into anomalous density, using the density– velocity relationship discussed in the following part. 3.3. Density and velocity relationship A linear relationship between residual P-wave velocity (DV p) and anomalous density (Dq) of rocks can often be assumed in the form: DVp ¼ bDq



ð1Þ
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where b is a constant depending on the rock composition, its thermal and pressure state. This expression is in common use as a first order approximation of their dependence (e.g. Birch, 1961). An approximation for the b value can be deduced from the anti-correlation that exists between delay times and Bouguer Anomaly (Abers, 1994). For our study, we obtain a value of b=3.6 using all available data sets. We tried different OBS clusters as our region presents a priori strong lateral variation in its composition. However, the estimate of parameter b seems independent of stations clustering. In all cases the value of parameter b was estimated to be in between 3 and 4. This estimate agrees with the empirical value proposed by Birch (1961) for mantle rocks, b=dq/dV=3.05 (V in km/s and q in Mg/m3). 3.4. 3-D inversion method of gravity data The goal of inverse theory is to determine model parameters from observations. A solution that satisfies the observed data can usually be found easily, but it is well known that the first fundamental difficulty is the problem of nonuniqueness, and the second problem is instability. Solutions to these problems have been proposed. The introduction of a priori information and/or hypotheses on density distribution (e.g. Tichonov and Arsenin, 1977), together with implicit mathematical assumptions (e.g. choice of the solution space, minimization criterion, choice of the regularization factors to avoid numerical instabilities) is of common use as mentioned in Barbosa et al. (2002). Many studies have attempted to develop possible approaches to stabilize the solution. They mainly differ in the conditions used to constrain the distribution of density (e.g. smoothness, minimal variation, limits on maximal and minimal values, depth weighting, compactness of non-zero density volumes, etc.). In conclusion, the inversion must be capable of incorporating different types of a priori knowledge and user-imposed constraints so that realistic density models should not only fit the data but also agree with other available constraints on the earth model (Li and Oldenburg, 1998). The algorithm used for the inversion of the gravimetric data in this study is based on a Bayesian approach in which any a priori information can be introduced in order to reduce the set of possible
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solutions. The data set we want to invert consists of a number of N g gravimetric Bouguer anomalies ( g) collected together in the data vector (hereafter referred Y as d). The aim of the inversion is to obtain a distribution of density variations (Dq) in a threedimensional model space. These density contrasts are gathered into the vector of model parameter Y p. The causative sources of the local complete Bouguer gravity anomaly are supposed to be distributed in N horizontal layers of thickness H i i=1,2,. . .N, in the upper lithosphere. Every layer is subdivided into a number of rectangular blocks for which density contrast is assigned. The average of density variation per layer is assumed to be zero. It is then important to note that the density contrasts retrieved by the inversion are then relative to each layer, and their values cannot be directly compared from one depth to another one. The data calculated from the resulting model should be close enough to the observed one. This is evaluated by applying the criterion of minimum distance, as proposed by Green (1975). To find the best fitting model, the inversion is proceeding iteratively in three steps. First, the gravity field due to all blocks of the model is calculated at each observation point, assuming the density contrast of the previous iteration ðY p 0 Þ. This forward calculation is achieved by summing the vertical attraction due to the collection of rectangular blocks in each layer (e.g. Blakely, 1995; Li and Chouteau, 1998). Second, this gravity field ðY c Þ is compared to the Y Y observed one ( d), and the residual ( d  Y c) is calculated for each data point. Finally, we use this residual to determine the new vector of density contrast Y p as follows:  Y   Y p¼Y p 0 þ G1 A d  Y c þY s ; ð2Þ where G is a matrix including the partial derivatives, the covariances terms (data and parameters) and the smoothing constraints. A is a matrix containing the partial derivatives and data covariance terms, and is Y s is the smoothing vector. The program stops either when it reaches the required number of iterations, or when the difference between observed and calculated data has reached a given threshold. As was previously mentioned, the data set cannot be explained by a unique model. For that reason, we



regulate this problem by introducing a number of a priori information and constraints on density distribution. It is done with: (1) an initial density model (deduced from OBS-tomography), (2) variable standard deviation of the parameters and data set and (3) the introduction of a model roughness (smoothness). The diagonal covariance matrices act just like weighting function. The smaller their terms, the less the parameters are allowed to change, or the less trustworthy the data. A smoothing constraint is introduced in order to avoid too sharp variations between two adjacent blocks and the bcheckboard effectQ. The latter is an artefact of the inversion and results in an alternation of positive and negative densities without any physical meaning. In this study, the lateral dimensions of the target region for the inversion are 280360 km, ranging from 125.528 to 128.058E longitude and 3.078 to 6.318N latitude (Fig. 2). The target area is partitioned into blocks of constant density. Grid spacing at depth was taken from the reference 1-D velocity model (Widiwijayanti, 2002), which is divided into seven layers down to 50 km depth. Their thickness varies between 2 km at the surface and 10 km at greater depth. Each layer is homogeneously subdivided into 1010 km wide blocks. This horizontal grid spacing was chosen by trial and error. This parameterization allows for the best fit of the observed gravity signal wavelength content, which is also appropriate to our objective to obtain the information of the short wavelength for local structures. A priori constraint on the parameters is introduced through density standard deviation in every layer. This value controls how far the parameter (density variation) in each block may vary from the given a priori value: a small variance fixes the density variation, and a large value lets the density variation freely change during the inversion. We use a low value of 0.001 for the blocks that represent the homogeneous density contrast of the water infill. The other values are uniformly set to 0.01. For the whole northern Molucca sea inversion, we use an inhomogeneous initial model. Within the two areas delimited by OBS networks, starting densities are non null and deduced from velocity contrasts. Elsewhere, the initial density contrasts are equally set to zero (no a priori information).
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Fig. 3. Comparison between results for layer 3 (5.5–11 km depth) for an initially homogeneous density model (left) and an initially heterogeneous density model (right). The heterogeneous model was obtained by using the OBS network velocity constraints. A linear relationship between velocity and density contrast is used to do so (see text for details). The test is done only for the Miangas part of the study area. (To see this figure in colour, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



We have investigated the influence of the initial density model by first inverting the gravity data with a totally homogeneous model, and second with an initial density distribution constrained from velocity results. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the results for the Miangas area. It is clear that the a priori information introduced through initial density contrast provided strong constraints in the resulting model.



To estimate the stability of the resulting model and to regularize boundary effects, we performed an offset and average smoothing method as described below. 3.5. Stability and smoothing of the inversion results The method used was the following: (1) we carry out several inversions by shifting grid coordinates of



Fig. 4. Comparison between the density contrast for the layer 3 (5.5–11 km depth) resulting from the 3-D gravity inversion of (a) coarse model, (b) refined model, and (c) smoothed model. See text for detailed explanation. (To see this figure in colour, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Comparison between observed and calculated gravity anomaly, resulting from the 3-D inversion of (a) coarse model, (b) refined model, and (c-d) smoothed model.
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the model (shifted by 5 km towards north, east and northeast, keeping the same grid spacing of 1010 km), (2) we then combine the resulting density models in a 55 km density model, (3) we apply a bnearest neighborQ averaging operation. Such a method allows to reduce the edge effect due to sharp density contrasts and block parameterization of the model (see e.g. Evans and Zucca, 1988). Another advantage of performing this technique concerns the stability of the inversion. It will quantify the way the density model and calculated gravity data vary with respect to different spatial model grid-arrangements. We first invert the same data set on the three different spatial model grid-arrangements. The comparison between the different inversions shows that the results are remarkably stable at first order and independent from the spatial model grid. We then combine the resulting density models and obtain a refined model with a grid spacing of 5 km. Fig. 4 shows the good agreement between the coarse and refined density models. We forward calculated the synthetic gravity anomaly from this 55 km model to check if it fits the observed gravity data. The residual misfit of the data is very low and similar to the one calculated from the coarse model. The results from refined model are even better with an average residual misfit and standard deviation of 0.19 mGal and 1.86 mGal, respectively. The same values for the coarse model are 0.20 mGal and 2.12 mGal, respectively (Fig. 5). This can be explained by the fact that the coarser block size is not able to model shortest wavelengths present in the observed data, whereas the refined model is. Boulanger and Chouteau (2001) mentioned that the optimum block which is able to fit the shortest wavelength in the data should be less than 1.2 times of the distance between gravity observations. In our case, the distance between data points is 2V (about 3.65 km), thus a 5-km grid model is more likely to model the signal content. We then applied an averaging neighboring grid method to smooth the density model. The value at each node is obtained by taking into account the nearest neighboring blocks (four adjacent and four diagonal). Density values at these blocks are weighted according to their distance from the target-node. The relative weighting factors were assigned after testing different values. Fig. 4 shows example of the refined density model before and after smoothing, using
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weighting factors of 1 for the target-node, 0.5 for adjacent blocks and 0.25 for diagonal corner blocks. The smoothed model shows that we obtain a more interpretable image of density model (see Fig. 4). To check that the smoothed model fits the observed gravity data, we forward calculated them. Average value of the difference between observed and calculated gravity anomaly obtained is of 0.19 mGal with standard deviation of 2.40 mGal (Fig. 5). It shows that the smoothed model fits the observed gravity data within the data accuracy (5 mGal). Therefore, it allows us to confidently interpret the corresponding crustal structures for the whole northern Molucca Sea area on the basis of the smoothed density model.



4. Discussion and interpretation Fig. 6 represents density variations in five layers of the smoothed density model (down to 40 km depth). There are no significant density changes (less than 0.05 g cm3) in the deepest layer located from 40 to 50 km. We thus decide not to depict it here. It comes from two main reasons. First, distant and deep blocks require unreasonably large density contrast in order to have measurable effect (Lees and VanDecar, 1991). This explains why the shallow layers often concentrate the short and middle wavelength features in gravitational inversion. Second, in our case, we apply inversion to the local component of the Bouguer gravity anomaly, which excludes the possibility of deep causes for the long wavelength component. We favor here the latter proposition because the lack of deep sources is also consistent with the recent Euler solutions (Widiwijayanti et al., 2003) that show very few sources deeper than 40 km for the same signal. The results are consistent with our expectations that no main variation happens in the deeper part of the model. The density contrasts observed in the upper layer located from 0 to 2 km are very small (F0.1 g cm3). For this reason, layer 1 is not illustrated in Fig. 6 and we will focus our discussion on the depths between 2 and 40 km. To include superficial layers in our discussion we will use information coming from available seismic profiles and surface geological surveys. First of all, a check can be made concerning the density contrast amplitudes. They are mainly less than



214 C. Widiwijayanti et al. / Tectonophysics 386 (2004) 203–222 Fig. 6. Map view of the density variations in the different layers of the model obtained after three iterations of gravity inversion. Black rectangle boxes show seismic tomography areas. Main tectonic regions are indicated: Sangihe Backstop (SB), Central Ridge (CR), and Snellius Plateau (SP). (To see this figure in colour, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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0.8 g cm3 and correspond well to those reasonably expected between sedimentary and oceanic basement rocks (e.g. Telford et al., 1990). If it is obvious that horizontal density variations are well established, the continuation of density contrasts with depth requires further explanation. Indeed, because of the zero mean assumption within each layer, direct comparison between layers is not possible. However, the consideration of the maximum density gradient helps to overcome this problem. As a matter of fact, the distribution of density we show here is the real distribution (q(x,z)) minus a normal model which is only dependent with depth, not horizontal coordinates (q norm(z)). We thus do not shift the zones B½qð x;zÞqnorm ðzÞ ð x;zÞ of maximum gradient BqBx ¼ , and Bx one can follow these zones through the different layers. We then combine this consideration with independent information coming from the Euler solutions and earthquake distribution to interpret the cross-sections in Fig. 7. As an entirety, we note a good consistency between density model, Euler deconvolution results, earthquake distribution and their focal mechanism solutions (Fig. 7). For instance, distribution of epicenters of shallow seismic events and Harvard CMT solutions clearly shows that areas of high density gradients coincide with areas of high shallow seismicity and high topography gradients (mainly in the vicinity of Talaud and Miangas areas). We can assess the reliability of the 3D density distribution by comparing the results with known structural features at the surface (geological, geomorphological, seismic profiles) and we then discuss our results together with previous published results. The main distinctive feature of the density distribution is that all density variations larger than 0.1 g cm3 are concentrated at the central part of northern Molucca Sea continuing from the south to the north
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along with and parallel to the bathymetric ridge. The western part of the studied area is dominated by a north–south trending direction of density contrast. In the eastern part, northwest–southeast elongated blocks of positive density and more important negative density material are predominant (Fig. 6). 4.1. Sangihe backstop The westernmost north–south trending positive density contrast (labeled SB on Figs. 6 and 7b) can be traced along the eastern edge of the Sangihe volcanic arc northward to the Pujada Ridge. This structural unit also coincides with a bathymetric trough and can be considered as the northward continuation of the Sangihe backstop. Sections 1, 5 and 6 in Fig. 7b clearly indicate that the bounding structure east of the Sangihe backstop is dipping westward as reported in Fig. 8. For these sections however, the resulting density model is well constrained by seismic tomography. Connection of this bounding structure with the southern east-dipping Sangihe thrust (Fig. 1) is unclear but outside the scope of this paper. The north–south trending basin east of the Sangihe arc is filled with low density material, following the north–south direction of the Sangihe backstop, and appears down to 30 km depth (Fig. 6) and even down to 40 km depth beneath Davao Gulf (Fig. 6). It can be interpreted as highly deformed zone of the Sangihe forearc basin. Seismic profiles collected across Davao Gulf (Moore and Silver, 1982; Pubellier et al., 1999) show anticlinal folds and bathymetric ridges formed over west dipping thrust faults, indicating intensive compression process across this basin. Those bathymetric ridges exhibit small positive density anomaly that can be observed in the layers 3 and 4 of Fig. 6 (and Sections 1 and 2 of Fig. 7b).



Fig. 7. (a) Map of the density contrast for the layer-3 (5.5–11 km depth) resulting from the 3-D gravity inversion . Bathymetry (contour interval 500 m) is superimposed. Red rectangular boxes show location of seismic tomography areas. Euler solutions (Widiwijayanti et al., 2003) were represented in grey-triangles (0–50 km depth) plot together with shallow (0–60 km) seismicity from EHB catalogue (Engdahl et al., 1998) in bluesquares and Harvard CMT solutions. Black-rectangles show the locations of cross-sections in (b). (b) Depth cross-sections (oriented N1208E) of density model across Molucca Sea area (see Fig. 7a for location). The seismic tomography areas are indicated by the horizontal red-line top of each profile. Black arrow shows the locations of the main tectonic features: the Sangihe Backstop (SB), the Central Ridge (CR), and the accretionary wedge (AW). The Snellius Plateau (SP) is indicated by the horizontal grey-line. Blue line in the upper part is bathymetric level. Black triangles show Euler solution distribution with depth, plot together with seismicity from EHB catalogue (blue-squares) local OBS data (redcircles) and Harvard CMT solutions. The cross-section shows projected data located within 5 km from the central-line. Black lines outline our interpretation of structural units beneath the Central Ridge (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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Fig. 8. Interpretative tectonic scheme of the area based on the results of the gravity inversion, Euler solutions and shallow seismicity. Bathymetry (contour interval 200 m) is reported as well as shallow (V50 km) seismicity from EHB catalogue (red-circles) and Harvard CMT solutions (Mbz5.5). See text (discussion paragraph) for detail description of the interpretation and units description (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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4.2. Interaction between Miangas and Pujada ridges In the northern Talaud and further to the north (Sections 3 and 4 of Fig. 7b) the number of seismic events (from global catalogues) considerably decreases (Fig. 7a). The topography becomes smoother and smaller in amplitude, as do density anomalies. However, as we go northwards in the vicinity of Miangas island the number of seismic events grows considerably together with an increase of the density anomalies. We interpret these facts as a result of the interaction between the Miangas Ridge (part of the Central Ridge) and the Pujada Ridge (Sangihe backstop). The contact between those ridges is particularly well imaged by the north–south and northeast–southwest trending directions displayed in the density anomalies north of Miangas Island. These two directions are consistent with both the east–west compression suggested by the earthquakes in the Pujada Ridge, and with the northeast–southwest compression shown by the earthquakes at the northern termination of the Miangas Ridge (Fig. 7a). The density model (Sections 1 and 2 of Fig. 7b), Euler solutions and focal mechanisms beneath the ridges suggest that the Pujada Ridge overthrusts the Miangas one. The high density block north of Miangas Island can be interpreted as uplifted Pujada Ridge in result of underthrusting of less dense accretionary wedge material beneath the Miangas Ridge (Section 1, Fig. 7). 4.3. Central Ridge The north–south trending direction of the Central Ridge (labeled CR on Figs. 6 and 7b) is marked mainly by a high density unit bounded on either side by low density ones. This north–south system of low–high–low density blocks is continuous all along the Central ridge in our study area. Note that the satellite gravity data at sea close to the island shores are unconstrained (Widiwijayanti et al., 2003) and we did not take into account possible available onland data. The Bouguer anomaly and thus the positive density anomaly around the islands (Fig. 6) are therefore probably underestimated. The positive density anomaly along the Central Ridge can be correlated with exposed portions of the Molucca Sea
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collision complex in the central part of the ridge and can be interpreted as uplifted ophiolite bodies. We interpret the bounding negative anomalies as accretionary wedge material. We propose that it was also uplifted, together with the ophiolite bodies, to form the pop-up structure of the Central Ridge (Sections 2 to 5 of Fig. 7b). Such an interpretation is in agreement with results of onland geological studies on the Talaud Archipelago (e.g. Moore et al., 1981; Bader and Pubellier, 2000), which reported outcropping of ophiolite bodies thrust over younger sedimentary rocks. To summarize, we are able to better outline the structural units across the northern part of the Molucca Sea collision complex for its western and central parts: (1) thrust zones, as dominant subsurface structures in the vicinity of the Central Ridge; (2) beneath Pujada Ridge (Sections 1 and 2 of Fig. 7b), the low-density zone of the deformed sedimentary wedge dipping northwestward and underthrust by positive-density block; (3) pop-up structure, containing high-density ophiolite blocks and low density deformed sedimentary wedge (outline by thick blackline in Sections 2 to 5 of Fig. 7b); (4) west dipping ophiolite blocks beneath Central Ridge in the south of Talaud (Section 6 of Fig. 7). 4.4. Snellius plateau Wider structural units are observed in the eastern part of the studied area, forming by two high density blocks which also coincide with the Snellius Plateau (labeled SP on Figs. 6 and 7b). The composition and structure of the Snellius Plateau remain unclear. However, our density model as well as the Bouguer anomaly over a larger area (Widiwijayanti et al., 2003) are in agreement with a thickened oceanic crust, previously belonging to the Philippine Sea Plate, as previously proposed by Hall and Nichols (1990). The local component of the Bouguer anomaly (Fig. 2) and the density model (Fig. 6) together with the Euler solutions (Fig. 7) reveal the internal structures of the Snellius Plateau. It seems to be split into two structural units, one in the south and one in the north, hereafter referred to as southern Snellius and northern Snellius (Fig. 6). Those two blocks have a northwest– southeast trending direction and their contact is marked by a negative density anomaly.
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The shape of the low density unit on the eastern side of the Central Ridge images the contact between the two blocks of Snellius plateau and the Central Ridge (Figs. 6 and 7b). This low density unit (labeled AW on Fig. 7b) likely corresponds to bodies of accretionary wedge material, probably containing some volcanic arc material since volcanic rocks have been reported from the Nanusa islands (e.g. Moore et al., 1981). 4.5. Proposed scenario The main structural relationship described above allows us to suggest the following scenario of formation for the main tectonic units of the area (Fig. 8). The Snellius Plateau belonged to the Philippine Sea Plate, and represents part of a former oceanic plateau with a thicker crust. Because of this, it could not easily dive beneath the Central Ridge and blocked the Philippine Sea Plate subduction. The docking of the Plateau with the Molucca Sea collision complex generated the uplifted segment of the Central Ridge (Talaud Archipelago and PujadaMiangas Ridges), which was underthrust by slivers of the Philippine Sea Plate fragments. This process also created the pop up structure of the collision complex zone and the sedimentary wedges. The Snellius Plateau is now trapped between the Molucca Sea collision complex and Philippine trench due to a new subduction zone which has developed at its eastern side. Such a scenario also explains the shallower depth of the Philippine Trench south of 68N, the changing direction of the Philippine Trench from N108W in the north and N308W in the south (Fig. 1), and the lack of shallow earthquake activity beneath the Snellius Plateau and northern block (Fig. 7a).



5. Conclusions The first conclusion of this study is that a 3D gravity inversion, constrained by additional geophysical and geological information is an efficient tool to define the boundaries of structural blocks at different wavelengths. With a judicious selection, one can easily constrain the block demarcations and the 3D geometry within the crust and/or the upper



part of the lithosphere. We are fully aware that a real joint inversion between gravity and velocity would improve at the same time both the density and the velocity models. However, the joint information could presently only come from two very localized areas (Miangas and Talaud) due to data availability. The density contrast distribution resulting from the 3-D gravity inversion outlines the complexity of this region and the interactions between the different structural units. This method is able to enhance the predominant upper lithospheric structures in the northern Molucca Sea. Furthermore, the observed consistency between our density model, Euler solutions, earthquake distribution and focal mechanism solutions strengthens the robustness of our inversion. It allows the delineation of the different structural units and tectonic boundaries of the Molucca Sea area, and leads to the following conclusions. (1) (2)



(3)



(4)



(5)



(6)



High-density gradients are mainly associated with presently highly active deformed zones. Dominant north–south trending density structures in the western side of the ridges show the strong control of the east–west compression in this region. The resulting west dipping thrust faults are well imaged by our 3D model and correspond to maximum density gradient. Our density model shows the continuity of the Sangihe backstop northward to the Pujada Ridge. Large density variations are concentrated in the central part of northern Molucca Sea continuing from the south to the north along with and parallel to the Central Ridge. They result from the contrast between the ophiolitic ridges and the sedimentary wedges which are part of the Molluca Sea collision complex. The Snellius Plateau has a clear density signature and seems to be split into two blocks. It is now trapped between the Molucca Sea complex collision zone and the Philippine Trench, due to the development of a new subduction zone in its eastern side. The trending direction of the Snellius Plateau indicates a north–northwestward displacement in the eastern side of the Central Ridge.
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(7)



Our results image the highly active deformation zone beneath the Pujada and Miangas ridges. Interaction between those ridges north of Miangas is obvious from the two density contrasts trending north–south and northwest–southeast, respectively. The influence of a north Snellius unit is also clear with a low-density feature at the front of this block.
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